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A semester of 'progress' by the SGA 
by JOE CHABUS 
Staff writer 
When asked to describe his 
first semester as Student Body 
President in one word, Miguel 
Torregrosa talks about "progress." 
"A lot of things were done 
so quickly," says Torregrosa, 
whose term started a semester late 
due to elections violations. "When 
we took office, our first objec-
tives were putting the SGA web 
page together, assuring that all 
students had free Pegasus accounts 
and making sure we had real stu-
dent leaders holding positions in 
SGA. We had to this in a short 
amount of time." 
and students concerning finan-
cial aid cuts. 
"We rea11y tried to open up 
lines of communication between 
students and the SGA," says 
Torregrosa. "We placed ads and 
hung flyers around campus pro-
moting SGA activities, whether 
it be a town hall meeting or en-
couraging students to be involved 
in homecoming activities." 
Torregrosa said that SGA 
was able to give SARC (Students 
Academic Resource Center) a 
new computer and software along 
with funds to hire another tutor 
while updating the SGA Mac Lab 
during the same semester. 
"Reggae Sun Splash" 
brought together local reggae 
bands, vendors and 400 UCF stu-
bigger and better each year," says 
Amoros. "Student Government 
see SGA, page 2 
photo/STRODE 
UCF President, Dr. Hitt, and County Commissioner, 
Linda Chapin, serve juice and cookies last Thursday 
Torregrosa believes that 
progress is seen in many of the 
activities that SGA sponsors_. He 
points to SGA sponsoring the 
"Breakout with the Dean" and in-
forming students on issues con..: 
cerning the financial aid cuts. Sev-
eral town hall meetings were held 
as SGA attempted to create infor-
mative forums between politicians 
. dents to Lake Claire on a sunny 
October weekend. SGA Vice 
President Frank Amoros hopes 
the "Sun Splash" will become a 
tradition at UCF. 
"We need t~ come up with 
more ideas that start tradition and 
hopefully the s .un Splash will be in the Administration building. 
Errors in grade reports.cause Cali plane crash takes lie 
problems for students, faculty Of recent UCF grailuate 
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH nalism class, the three incorrect grades were 
Staff writer given to three people whose name appeared by MICHELLE MARTINEZ 
"I almost had to pay for their mistake," 
UCF junior Annalee J. McDonald said. 
McDonald, a 20-year-old advertising/public 
relations major, came close to losing her 
reduced car insurance rates when she re-:-
cei ved an Fin one of her classes last term. Her 
correct grade: B. 
McDonald was not the only student 
who received a Christmas suqjrise. Out of the 
58 students taking History ofJournalism (JOU 
3004) last semester, three grades were entered 
incorrectly. 
Dr. Fred E. Fedler, journalism profes-
,. 1t sor, brought the problem to the attention of a 
Future reporter after two students complained 
about receiving the wrong grades. Fedler 
showed the students that he had recorded the 
correct grade, a Bin both cases. Apparently, 
when the grades were manually inputted at 
the Registrar's Office, an Fhad been recorded 
for both students. 
Fedler expressed concern that an un-
usual number of grade errors may have oo-
curred due to the following: 
•A new scantron form was used for the 
first time to transmit grades from last term. 
•Instructors were given a shorter time 
frame to turn in their grades, due to the need 
to determine grade eligibility for graduates. 
UCF gave diplomas out on the day of gradu-
, ~ ation for the first time in December. 
An investigation by The Future showed 
there were no widespread errors due to any 
• one cause. In the case of the History of Jour-
together alphabetically. The correct grades on Staff writer 
the grade transmittal form were B, F, B. The 
grades were inputted as F,B,F, according to 
Dr. Haven Sweet, associate dean for the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences. 
"There are a number of reasons an error 
can happen," Sweet said. "One error new 
faculty members make is when there is a 
name change." 
see GRADES, page 4 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Family, a fiancee and a second job 
interview with Proctor.and Gamble awaited 
UCF graduateEnriqueFuenmayorbackhome 
in Cali, Colombia, but he did!l' t make it home 
to any of them. 
Fuenmayor, a 28-year-old former UCF 
graduate student, was on board American 
Airlines Flight 965 from Miami to Cali, Co-
lombia, when the plane crashed into the side 
photo/SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Enrique Fuenmayor (second from right) poses for a holiday picture with 
some of his co-workers just before his Christmas graduation. 
News 
Opinion 
Classifieds 
., Don Fowler, the accidental actor- F-2 Features 
Sports 
of a mountain near Cali. He was not one of the 
four survivors. 
Fuenmayor graduated from UCF with 
a master's degree in business only four days 
before the crash. 
"He was really just beginning his life," 
said Michael Luckett, one of Fuenmayor' s 
formerm~keting professors. "He had worked 
hard, got his masters degree - everything 
you were supposed to do." · 
Fuenmayorwas to have a second inter-
view with Proctor and Gamble when he ar-
rived in Colombia. 
Teresa Tharp, Fuenmayor' s supervisor 
at his graduate assistant jop in the marketing 
department, said he found out about the inter-
view the day be left for Colombia. Tharp s~d 
Fuenmayor received a message that he passed 
the Proctor and Gamble test and he asked to 
use the department telephone to return the 
company's phone call. 
"He was very happy," Tharp said. "He 
had studied hard for the test." 
Fuenmayor had been offered a job in 
Tampa with a financial services company but 
turned it down so that he could return to 
Colombia to be with his family. 
Tharp recalls trying to persuade 
Fuenmayor to stay and find a job in the United 
States after graduation. 
·1· told him 'You don't have to go 
back,'" Tharp said. ''But he told me that he 
wanted to do something for his country." . 
Tharp described Fuenmayor as punc-
see CRASH, page 2 
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Music and poetry combine to make beautiful sounds in VAB 
'• •' • I I I I • 
by JACKIE WESTERMAN 
Contributing writer 
Friday night, the Iranian Cul-
tural Association at UCF held a 
poetry reading and playing of clas-
sical Persian music in the visual arts 
building. 
Members of the Iranian Cul-
tural Association, students of UCF 
and other interested people came to 
hear the music and poetry. Promi-
nentlranian Tar player Nader Majd 
played Persian classical music while 
accompanied by the reading of po-
etry by Faramarz Solemani. Both 
Iranian artists traveled from Wash-
ington D.C. to play at UCF on Fri-
day night. 
The instrument played was 
the Tar, a classical Persian instru-
ment which has been around since 
1100 AD and is in the guitar class of 
instruments; it plays a crucial role in 
Persian music. 
Nader Majd, who has been 
playing the Tar for 42 years, travels 
across the country and sometimes 
out of the country exhibiting his 
mastery of the Tar. Majd has played 
at other universities such as George 
Washington University, 
Georgetown, and a University in 
Morocco. Concert halls in Boston 
and Atlanta have also had the honor 
of having Mr. Majd play there. 
Surprisingly, Majd does not 
play the Tar for a living. Majd is an 
Economist in WashingtonD.C. and 
plays the Tar as a hobby. Living in 
the United States since 196.8, Majd 
learned how to play the Tar from his 
father, who came from a very musi-
cally inclined family. 
While Majd played the 
Tar, Soleimani would read his po-
etry, which has been published in 
several books, in between songs. 
The poetry read on Friday night 
was mystical and resembled Japa- . 
nese Haiku. Most of the poems 
read were about nature and had a 
spiritual air to them. One of the 
poems, "Sea Song Ten," fre-
quently mentioned the Caspian 
Sea. 
Most of the poems that were 
read had to do with Iranian life. 
The reading was bilingual, first 
ARTURO 
SANDOV~L 
ant.I the lCF Jazz Lab Band 
in Concert 
Friday. February 2, 1996 
\lis11a/ Arts 811ildi11g, UCF 
'rm 
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pholo/SAGINARIO 
Nadar Majd plays the Persian classical instrument, the tar, 
while Faramarz Solemani recites poetry iast Friday night. 
recited in English and then in Per-
sian. Towards the end of the per-
formance, some singing by Majd 
was added to the Tar playing. A 
great response to the music and 
poetry was given by the audience, 
who rose for a standing ovation at 
the close of the performance. 
UCF student, Brock Brad-
ley, who attended the event on 
Friday night, had some nice things 
to say about the evening's perfor-
mance. "I'd never heard of the Tar 
before, but I really enjoyed the 
music." Many of the audience 
members remained after the event 
to speak to the two artists. 
UCF graduate dies in Cali plane crash over Chrislmas 
·-
from CRASH, page 1 
tual and an excellent worker. 
Luckett and co-workers said 
Fuenmayor was outgoing and intel-
ligent. He graduated with an overall 
GPA. of 3.6. However, Luckett es-
pecially remembers Fuenmayor's 
optimism. 
"He never lost hope," Luckett 
said. "Whatever it took he did, and 
he didn't complain about it." 
Luckett was referring to 
Fuenmayor working at Great Es-
capes preparing french fries to help 
pay for his education prior to ob-
taining a job related to his major. 
Co-workers said Fuenmayor 
was excited about his return home 
to Cali after being gone for a year. 
''He was really looking for-
ward to going home and starting a 
new life," said Sheena Chandra, a 
co-worker in the marketing depart-
ment. 
The day of the plane crash, ._ 
Fuenmayor visited the marketing 
office to deliver a thank you card to 
the department. 
''Even the day that he left, he 
came by and was very thoughtful," 
. Luckett said. "It's just a tragedy." 
Mass ,,.;ling gets big 
response from legislators 
from LmERS, page 1 
includes Financial Aid cuts, over 
10,000 students will be. affected at 
UCF. 
Progress sums up semester for UCF SGA 
DelJbieGarcia,DirectorofStu-
dentLobbying,saysSGAhasreceived " 
a positive response from the mailing. 
Florida Senator Connie Mack, Kan-
from SGA, page 1 
needs to sponsor more events like 
the 'Sun Splash' in the future." 
Amoros also spoke of part-
nerships constructed between 
SGA and the UCF Alumni as well 
as the partnership between SGA 
and the Faculty Senate as being 
effective for students. 
"Our SGA Course Guide·has 
double the listings than previous 
editions," Amoros said. "Our part-
ners hips have helped students 
greatly in academic areas." 
· Not all goals were achieved, 
however, Torregrossa said. For 
the Spring semester, SGA is cur-
rently working on a talk show 
with WUCF, but the SGA presi-
dent says "it is not where we want 
it at this point in time." SGA is 
also working with people from 
BUDDY DeFRANCO 
st:irring in the sixth annual 
UCF CLARI!\ET DAY 
Saturday, February 3, 1996 
\lis110/ Arts Building, UCF 
Events run 1-:UOpm. plus an Spm Conceit 
Feamring: Pcrfonnancc~! 
Clinics! 
Clarinet Choir Reading Sc"ion' 
Ccinccrt \\'ith Buddy DcFninco 
and the UCF Faculty Jazz Trio! 
Sponsored in part hy WUCF-FM 89.9 
For clini~ info.c:::ill 823-5116 
8 pm Concc11 ~uggcs tcd donation $10.00 
the Orlando Sentinel to have a 
weekly UCF SGA column in that 
publication. 
Other projects include in-
creasing the amount of scholar-
ships that SGA can give, along 
with creating a CD ROM that con-
tains scholarship information. 
Torregrosa said he would also like 
to put all the SGA files on CD 
ROM in the Internet for students 
to view. 
"Because everyone has free . 
Pegasus accounts, more and more 
students are using the Ii:iternet. I 
would like to use the Web as a 
medium to give students more in-
formation on· candidates so they 
can put a face with a name," 
Torregrosa said. 
SGA also worked towards 
promoting women's sports, and 
will continue to do so in the spring 
semester, Torregrosa said. By cre-
ating a spirit association on cam-
pus, called the "Knights of Honor," 
SGA will attempt to reduce what 
Torregrosa calls "student apathy." 
"We need to get students 
more energized and hyped up 
about UCF. We need to bring 
people together and find out what 
it means to go to UCF," said 
Torregrosa. "Student apathy is still 
very prevalent on campus. We can 
tell by the number of students we 
get out to vote in elections." 
And concerning elections, 
Kiet Ngo is currently serving as 
the interim Elections Commis-
sioner and is busy preparing for 
the February presidential elec-
tions. 
Just as it affected the execu-
tive branch, a lack of time also 
played a factor in the Elections 
Commissioners' jobs last semes-
ter. A number of new commis-
sioners were put into office right 
before the senate elections and 
had little time to learn all of the 
job requirements. This was mag-
nified when the results for the 
en tire College ofE~gineering seats 
were contested. 
None of the senators ac-
cused of wrongdoing were found 
to be directly involved or respon- · 
sible ·in the allegations against 
them (although minor fines were 
handed out for slander), but the 
accused felt that the Election Com-
mission did a poor job because the 
senators were not given a chance 
to plead their case before the Elec-
tion Commission. 
"We didn't have time to 
train, so everything was hard," 
said Ngo. "Now, we're going 
over everything in preparation 
for the spring elections. Stat-
utes, dates_ we're all training 
over again so we can answer 
any questions that arise and can 
handle any problems/' 
sas Senator Nancy Kassenbaum and 1,... 
Florida Representative Bill Young 
have written to SGA stating they will 
consider the SGA letters in their vot- • 
ing. Moreover, Garcia says she had a 
positive phone conversation with 
White House Representative Sandy 
Mancini. 
''Mancini affirmed to me that 
UCF is being recognized as a national 
school that did advocate against the «<-
financial aid cuts," Garcia said. 
Garcia stated that the state poli-
ticians will now be SGA' s focus in its 
lobbying against financial aid cuts. 
Town Hall meetings, letter ~ting 
campaignsandothergrassrootsmeth-
ods will be used this semester to make 
sure that student voices are heard con-
cerning financial aid cuts. 
"Were more effective on a • • 
state level than a national level," 
Garcia says. "Our state politicians 
can give us more attention." 
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Quote from Dr. King's book Streng1h 10 Love; speaking as the Apostle Paul in a fictional letter to Americans. Photo used by permission. License granted by Intellectual Properties Management, Atlanta, Georgia, as manager of the King Estate. 
Jesus Christ was crucified not only for sins of racism, but for every kind of sin in our lives. 
~~ When we begin a relationship with God, and come to know His love for us, there is new power 
to love others. God's love for us and in us .. ·.the key to ending racism. In honor of Dr. King's 
birthday and Black HistoryMonth we're offering the article "Give the Dream New Life." For 
your fre.e copy call 1-800-236-9238. 
,. Sponsored by: Campus Crusade for Christ ~ 
* 
. Bible Study Opportunities: 
Student Center - Tuesday Noon - 1 :30 Room 211 
... Student Center - Wednesday Noon - 1 :30 Room 214 .. 
The Dream Begins With God. 
1-800-236-9238 
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News, notes and other happenings from Student Government 
by MELISSA LAURENCE 
Public relations for SG 
out this semester. We will help you get your 
requests in and straightened out!! 
· SGA is having its firs_t Student Govern-
would like to let you know that we are 
working very diligently on the Health Fee 
Waiver Issue. We are slowly making 
. progress in this area and, as always, we will 
keep you updated. 
If you have any problems, questions 
or concerns, we want to know!!! Please 
come and visit us in the Student Center, 
Room 155 or call us at 823-2191. We can 
only help if what know what your needs 
are. The open door policy is still in effect 
and we want to hear from everyone!!! Visit 
our World Wide Web Page or drop us a line 
on E-mail!! ! 
WELCOMEBACK!!!ltrustthatallof 
you had a great winter break!!! We did, but 
now it's back to business. As you probably 
expected, there is a lot of news to c;:atch you up 
on. 
SGA is jumping right back into the 
swing of things and we would like you to join 
us. 
ment Awareness seminar. If will be held on 
January 27, 1996 from 10:00 AM- 1:00 PM 
in the UDR. Everyone is invited to attend. 
This seminar will help you get oriented with 
SGA. If you ever wanted to know anything 
about SGA or if you have any questions for us, 
you need to attend!!! We will be handing out 
informational packets that explain all tl_ie fac-
ets of SGA and will help you to understand 
your Student Government better. Keep your 
eye out for more information. 
Report card errors cause problems for studenls 
PRESIDENTIAL elections are right 
around the corner. Have you always dreamed 
about being the head of the entire student 
body??? Well, if you have any ideas for-the 
way to guide the student body, then we want 
you to run! Pay close attention to the follow-
ing schedule of dates and times: 
•Petition Pick Up , Jan. 22 , 9 a.m., SGA 
Offices, SC RM155 
•Declaration of Candidacy, Jan. 29-F~b.l 
9a.m.-5p.m., SGA Offices, SC RM155 
•Active Campaigning Feb. 5, 9 a.m. · TBA 
Good Luck to everyone who is thinking 
of running. Make a Difference!!! 
The first Knights of the Roundtable 
meeting of the semester is today at 3 :00 PM in 
the UDR. All Clubs and Organizations please 
send a representative. A lot of important in-
formation will be given out at this meeting. 
Don't miss out on securing your clubs' se-
mester. Remember that the budget is coming 
January 23, 1996 
January 24, 1996 is the first activities 
fairon the green. As always, your SGA will be 
on hand with tons of information and promo-
tional items. If you are thinking of getting 
involved with SGA or would like more infor-
mation· on anything we offer, stop by our 
table!!! 
On the State level, did you know that 
there is a Resolution being presented to the 
State of Florida House of Representatives and 
Senate to formally name the University of 
Central Florida Baseball Stadium after our 
coach, Jay Bergman! ! ! Congratulations, 
Coach Bergman. After the impress_ive 1995 
season and Coach Bergman reaching his 700th 
career victory, we are optimistic that this Reso- ' 
lution will pass with flying colors. Good Luck to 
the 1996 Golden Knights Baseball Team 
and Coach Bergman as they prepare for 
another exciting season beginning in Feb-
ruary. 
Finally, we at Student Government 
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5M, 
iS looking ~or motivated people to establish 
career in the stock brokerage business. 
OLDE offers: 
4-12 month paid training program 
Potential six-figure income . 
Excellent benefits 
If you possess excellent communication skills, gen-
eral market knowledge and the desire to excel, see 
us at the Career Fair on January 23, 1996. 
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call: 
from GRADES, page 1 
Sweet explained that when a student is 
administratively dropped from a dass, the· 
entire role changes. The instructor may ne-
glect to notice the change when transferring 
grades from a spreadsheet to the grade trans-
mittal form. 
Other reasons noted by Sweet and other 
faculty and staff were: 
Instructor error- This could happen 
several ways. Sometimes the instructor fails 
to record homework or tests that a student 
might actually have completed. Other times 
the instructor may record the wrong grade, 
when transferring the grade from his spread-
sheet t0 the grade transmittal form. 
Computer software error- Some in-
structors use software, like Excel, which al-
phabetizes names beginning with Mc or Mac 
in one way for their spreadsheet, and then the 
university's.system may use a different order 
for the same names on the grade roll. 
Student error- One of the most com-
mon reasons for grade changes is when a 
studentrecei ves an incomplete for not U.ming 
in assigned work. After the student turns in the 
required work, the instructor then begins the 
process of changing the grade. 
· Inputting error- As in the ~ase of the 
History of Journalism class, a .number of 
· errors are made each term when the grades are 
inputted into the computer system at the 
Registrar's office. That number appears to be 
smalli however. 
Sweet said that during the late '80s, 
while he instructed biology, he became con-
cerned about the possibility that students might 
have been getting into the.university's com-
puter system to alter grades. 
"I was afraid ourcomputermajors might 
be that good, and our system that bad,"_Sweet 
said. He double-checked all of his grade rolls 
·for five years and found no errors on the part 
of the Registrar's office during that time. 
How often do grade changes occur? 1800937~0606 
or send resume to: 
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers 
National Recruiting 
751 Griswold Street 
Numbers are difficult to obtain. Neither the 
Registrar's office nor the Office of Academic 
. Affairs keeps a record. Here are the responses 
obtained from The Future's investigation: 
Detroit, MI 48226 
Get All The Right Answers 
A+ 
R 
Your Name Here 
Subject: ~\lpha Phi Omega 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCI-
ENCES. According to Sweet and a represen-
tative from OASIS, only a few changes had 
been received so far this semester. In addition 
to the journalism class errors, Sweet had only 
been notified of one other possible error. 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMIN-
. ISTRATION. Dr. Robert Pennington, assis-
tant dean, said, "I don't have specific num-
bers, but my subjective opinion is that we did 
have more grade changes this term than usual." 
Pennington estimated that between the time 
grades went out over Christmas break and the 
second day of the spring term, about 100 
grade changes were made. He said the new 
grade transmittal fonns-and pressure to tum 
grades in early may have contributed to the 
increase. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION. Tina 
Smiley, of the student records office, said she 
did no know whether there were more grade 
changes for the past term. She said they do not 
track the number of CQanges. 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING. 
Lillian Phelps said she does not keep a record 
of the number of changes. Phelps used to 
work in the Registrar's office, however, and 
said she makes a point of advising students at 
the time of registration to keep all of their tests 
and homework, since she is aware that there 
are errors made each. semester. The most 
frequent reason she observed for grade changes 
in the College of Engineering is students not 
finishing work on time and receiving 
incompletes. 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH AND PUB-
LIC AFFAIRS. Joyce Domer, assistant dean, 
and her staff pulled the grade changes from 
fall, 1994, and compared them to fall, 1995. 
They found that the grade changes had actu-
ally been cut in half. So far, there have been 58 
grade changes· for the fall, 1995 term - 25 
due to instructor error. 
Pennington predicts that when the uni-
versity has a scanner in place, the number of 
errors will deerease. According to Dr. John F. 
Bush, university registrar, the university hopes 
to have a scanner, or use of one, in place for the 
spring, 1996 grades. 
Even though a scanner was not avail-
able for the fall, 1995 grades, instructors were 
asked to use the new form. The older grade 
transmittal forms had run, out, and Bush 
deemed it rriore practical to purch~e the new 
forins, due to the quantity needed when order-
ing. 
If the new system reduces the number 
of errors, that will be good news for studellts · 
like McDonald, who had to scurry around 
campus the first days of this term correcting 
the error. In McDonald's case, she had to 
provide proof to State Farm Insurance Com-
pany that the grade was indeedthe university's 
error. Another UCF student found he was 
dropped from a class this term because ·the 
course required that you made at least a C in 
the pre-requisite class. The student and teacher 
agreed that the student had made a B, but a D 
was recorded. 
Another UCF student reported being 
put on academic suspension and insisted that 
an error had been made on the grade for one 
class. The instructor for that c1ass is out of the 
country and could not be contacted. 
Pennington and Bush urged students to 
contact their instructor if there appears to be 
an obvious error on the grades received for 
fall, 1995. And, as Phelps advises the engi-
neering students, "Take care of yourself and 
k~p copies of everything." 
The Central Florida Future Classified January 16, 1996 
Club Info 
BUTOKUKAN CLUB Karate, 
Aikido, Self Defense. Open house 
Thu, Jan. 18 & Mon. 22 @ 9:00 
PM Multipurpose room in Educa-
tion Building, COED. Beginners 
classes now forming info: 382-
9747 or 282-5578 
_Roommates 
UCF area, roommate wanted, 
available now! 2br/2ba, screen 
porch, washer/dryer. $257/month + 
utilities Call 380-0417 
Furn bedrm N/S quiet kitchen 
privl. 7 mi to UCF $235 mo 1/3 
util 1/2 cable Sr or Graduate 
Student. Call Shirley 281-6533 
Female to share 2/2 apt at Riverpark 
$340+1/2 util. WID Kim 673-2879 
Roommate Wanted: Female, non-
smoking with no pets. Private 
bedroom and bath. 
Call ASAP 275-7506 
For Rent 
Room For Rent: $250 per mo. + 1/2 
util. 15 min. walk to Admin. Bldng. 
Call 658-9773 
Help Wanted 
A 
GREAT PLACE 
TO WORK IN 1996, 
.Sprint/United Telephone a leader 
in the telecommunications 
industry, i~ now staffing for the 
new year · ·s TELECENTER 
located in Research Park, 
adjacent to the UCF campus. Part 
time to full positions available. 
We are looking for highly 
motivated candidates with 
excellent verbal skills and 
computer literacy. 
SPRINT offers: 
*Paid fortune 500 sales training 
*Flexible work schedules 
*$7/hr, plus bonus 
*Opportunity for regular employ-
ment 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send 
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS 
66051 
Accounting, Math, or Science 
Major 8 hrs per week to do books 
for small business. Can pick 
working ~ours to fit your schedule. 
Make Some Serious Will be trained to work on 
Money Part-Time! computer $5 per hour to start . 
Other 
Baily's special limited program for 
students and residents. Call Walter 
297-8400. 
Make Super Profits on the lnforma- 365-3648 
ti on the Superhighway even if you -------------t JAMAICA Spring Break From 
don't own a computer Counselor/Recpt wanted for GYN $299 Mia ea, free info (800) 873-
Free 24 page report! Clinic. Part-time on Wed, Fri, Sat, 4423 ReggaeJam 
Call 407- 262-3800 24hrs. 15-18 hours per week. Human 
Services, Women Studies, or 
Psychology- Sociology Majors 
desired. Call 898-0921 
Conditioning class offered from 
Jan 9 thru March 1st. 6AM-7:30 
AM (M-F) WDSC/Gym Includes Cruise Ships Hiring - Earn up to $2,ooo+/month. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time positions. 
No exp necessary. For info. call 
t--------------1 running/agilities/lifting. Req: Full 
1-206-971-3550 ext. C54183 
Phone Representatives earn 3 
elective credit hours with 
approval from The Cooperative 
Education Program or The 
College of Business. We have 
day, evening and weekend 
flexible shifts available through 
January at out UCF/Research 
Par~ facility. Norrell Services is 
looking for motivated, energetic 
individuals with excellent 
communications skills and a 
desire to succeed. We ')ffer $7.00 
an hour base salary, monthly, 
referral and hour bonuses, paid 
training, paid vacation and a great 
working environment. Call Troy 
at Norrell Services today for an 
immediate interview. 
384-8549 
Wanting to hire female student in 
the College of Education to tutor 
10 year old on Monday and Friday 
A.M. - Call Debra 275-9902. 
HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 
per week assembling products at 
home. No experience. INFO 1-
504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307 
Earn $: Judge Forensics/Debate 
State Championship. Orlando Feb. 
8-10. Contact Dr. Barbara 
Williamson ( 407) 632-1111 ext 
42030 
Civil or Construction Engineering 
student needed part time, approx. 
20 hrs/week. Plan reading and 
estimating skills required. Flexible 
schedule. Need dependable 
transportation, hourly pay plus 
exceptional bonus oppurtunity. 
John 841-5093. 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 
Make from a few hundred to a few 
thousand dollars in the next three 
months. No network marketing or 
selling. 492-2860 
NEED A RIDE!!! 
from Collegiate Village Inn to 
College Park area aprox. 4:30 PM 
weekdays gas money $$ Call Bill 
at 843-5901 or 620-9906 
PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED 
Bob Knight PhotoMarketing is 
hiring outgoing event photogra-
phers. Part-time, flexible hours, 
pay per event basis. Excellent 
supplemental opportunity. 
Applicants must own a business 
suit and a 35mm SLR camera. 
Good driving record and basic 
camera experience a must. Call our 
Operations Department at 904-
574-8800 or 800-628-4509 
between 9-12 Monday-Friday. 
For Sale 
Yamaha FZR 600 5k miles great 
condition garage kept lots of extras 
very sharp asking 4500 Call 380-
5907 
BIKE Klein pinnacle mtb. all XT 
comp. med. frame w/Ulock nice! 
$995 671-4278 
GE MICROWAVE 
almost new, clean & excellent 
cond. $79 only. Call 380-9986 
Services · 
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735 
time student, 12 hr, and will need 
to have a physical. If interested 
contact Dr. Martin 823-2026 
WDSC 
Discount Spring Break '96 
Colorado, Cancun, and Jamaica 
Sun & Ski Travel 800-SUN-
0686 Join 
... ll9,1L·,~·i 
.{. wri.te. dlls:·,.or . t.:lvievi''~s:o:me eds, 
... .:a~~ ·tb(9fJ wi.tb us~ . 
LSAT• 
.. ·::, , 
Take a 2 / 2- or 3-hour test, 
proctored like the real thing. 
Receive co puter analysis of your 
est-taking strengths and weaknesses. 
Get strategies from Kaplan teachers 
that will help you ace the real exam. 
ss out on this cost- ree, risk-fre~ opportunity. 
i'SOO-KAP-TEST to reserve your seat today! 
*Professional work environment t-------------1 
ATTENTION ALL STU-
DENTS!!! GRANTS & 
SCHOLARSIIlPS AV AIL-
ABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN 
PRIVATE FUNDING. 
TWO LOCATIONS AV AIL-
ABLE 
Maitland and 
Research Park, just south of UCF 
For appointment call: 
Sprint Employment 
( 407) 661-0206 
EOE 
EVENT STAFF 
Immediate Openings: 
Hard working, Dependable, 
Personal, Individuals needed for 
part-time employment. Flexible 
hours. No experience necessary. 
Applications avail. at the UCF 
Arooa. Rm 201. 823-3070 
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 
1800 AID-2-HELP (1800 
243-2435). 
FEBRUARY 3 & 4 
FEBRUARY 24 & 25 
KAPLAN 
,-----------------------------------------------------, 
Cl Sl;:ri1·ed Advertz•sz·ng Dorm Pleasecheckoneofthefollowing: as ~ • ..1...---r ~ _For Rent _Wanted _Car Pool · _Greek Comer _Personals 
_For Sale _Services _Autos _Club Info _Lost & Found 
_Singles _Tutors _Roommates _Help Wanted _Other 
_Cash _Check Amount$ __________________ _ 
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future.publishes Tues. and Thurs. 
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) ________ _ 
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others. 
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAY-
MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future, 
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and 
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices, 
located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn. 
For more info, call ( 407) 823-8054. 
Name, address, and phone (required): · ~-----------------------------------------------------~ 
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If only we all had a dream 
Monday, January 15th was 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day. And 
while this column is being written 
beforehand, I can only hope that the 
celebration was marked with the 
peace and beauty that was the man. 
I think everyone knows of 
this man, but certainly the knowl-
edgeofhimis biasedbyourparent's 
recollections of what was certainly 
one of the ugliest times of our na-
tion. Though certainly overshad-
owed by the death and destruction 
of the Civil War, the period of the 
sixties came ever so close to rival-
ing that war in bitterness, hate, vio-
lence an9 fear. 
In a time when ignorance was 
only second to fear of change, one 
man, Martin Luther King, Jr., some-
how managed to embrace the 
brighter side of humanity and called 
for Love and Peace. 
King's battles against segre-
gation are legendary. He fought sin-
gularly for the economic emancipa-
tion of the poor and black ~pie of 
the nation. Many of his battles were 
fought on the battle ground of voter 
registration. 
Remember, this was a period 
· of time when blacks legally had the 
right to vote. LegaUy, but not prac-
tically. In the south; blacks were 
routinely prevented from register-
ing to vote in a variety of ways. 
Among the tactics used, some 
certainly had a cleverness, such as 
requiring certain vaguely stated 
reading requirements, the details of 
which were left to · the County's 
discretion. It was not uncommon 
for a black man to be asked to read 
passages that certainly the average 
man would not have been able to 
muck through. Other tactics included 
requiring property ownership. Some 
areas, whose political powers lacked 
even the smallest amount of creati v-· 
ity resorted simply to lynching. 
In January, 1964, Time maga-
zine chose Martin Luther King, Jr. 
as Man of the Year. This was the 
first time a black- man had been 
chosen for that honor. 
In the same year, King be-
came the youngest recipient of the 
Nobel Peace Prize. 
Four years later, in Memphis, 
Martin Luther King, Jr., man of 
Peace, was killed. 
The nation responded with . 
tears and riots. 
Twenty eight years later, and 
what have we learned? What have 
we accomplished? 
Perhaps the only thing we can 
say for sure is that blacks and whites 
can register to vote with the same 
ease. Beyond that, perhaps were 
pushing it. The tactics for racial 
prejudice have perhaps become 
more clever, but still, it exists. 
I think what strikes me per-
sonally as most profound, is that I 
was today, able to double-:click on 
my Grolier encyclopedia on my 
personal computer, and watch scenes 
from his 1963 march on Washing-
ton, and listen to his voice lament-
ing, "I have a Dream." 
If only we all did. 
Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff .html 
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net 
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com 
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Football, baseball, basketball, bowling ... 
Now that professional foot-
ball is coming to a close, three quar-
ters of America's male population 
knows their plans for the next few 
Sunday afternoons: sit around in 
front of their television surrounded 
by so much junk food and fat-forti-
fied chips that once in a while the 
mounds of snacks spontaneously 
combustandsparksmall grease fires. 
The Football Obsessive Guy will 
carefully plan out his itinerary to 
catch the most noteworthy games, 
will have the exactamountof snacks 
and drinks to last the entire game, 
will have trained his bladder to only 
need to be relieved at the end of each 
quarter, and will have disconnected 
the phone so as not to be bothered. 
Football watching is an art. 
Football is one of the best 
televised sports as far as action goes. 
Pro football is practically non-stop 
action. There is always s.omething. 
exciting going on whether it be the 
thrill of watching a ruimingback 
break through tackles, the suspense 
of a field goal, or detailed film clips 
of John Madden eating an entire pig 
during halftime. 
Of course the commentators 
are a big part of the overall excite-
ment of the game. Sports commen-
tators have to be on top of the game 
and describe everything they see 
with great accuracy. Not many 
people have that talent. A profes-
sional commentator can go on and 
onaboutaremarkableplay, whereas 
I would just shout over and over, 
''Look at him go!" Unfortunately, 
not all televised sporting events are . 
that exciting, and not even the best 
commentator can make them inter-
esting. 
A few years ago I really got 
interested in Major League Base-
ball and frequently watched tele-
vised games. I have since grown 
accustomed to the fast-paced action 
of basketball and football and now 
I've realized that baseball has trans-
formed into an incredibly slow and 
boring game. 
Here's an actual excerpt from 
a televised baseball game: 
"And now Cecil Fielder steps 
to the plate ... He' staking some prac-
tice swings and scanning the 
field .... Clemens looks at the signs 
from the catcher.. .. Now Fielder is 
calling time out and checking his 
bat....He' s calling to the bat boy to 
get him another bat...a cleaner 
one ... Now Clemens wants a new 
bal.l, that one must be scuffed .... The 
umpire's checking his mask .... Now 
Cl~mens is setting up to 
deliver ... wait, an umbrella just blew 
on the field ... A grounds-keeper is 
chasing afterit. .. this may take a few 
minutes ... The left fielder is 
asleep ... Fielder is still checking his 
bat ... (continue for three more· 
hours)" 
Even as dull as baSeball has 
I once watched an 
entire hole of golf on 
television. ft was 
the worst fifteen 
hours of TV I'd ever 
seen, mostly 
because the golfers 
took so long setting 
up their shots. 
become, it's still not the worst. 
I once watched an entire hole 
of golf on television. It was the 
worst fifteen hours of TV I'd ever 
seen, mostly because the golfers 
took so long setting up their shots. 
The typical televised golf tourna-
ment (or, tourney, as golfers call 
them) probably has three weeks 
worth of setting up shots that is 
edited out. An orchestra could play 
the entire 1812 Overture in the time 
PayneStewarttakesliningupathree 
foot putt. 
I think that there should be a 
24 second clock in golf, like there is 
in the NBA. As soon as the ball hits 
the ground, the golfer has 24 sec-
onds to hop in the cart, whiz over to 
the ball, and hit it again. If there is a 
24 second violation, the penalty is 
that the golfer has to wear FASH-
IONABLE clothing that's actually 
tasteful. That's the ultimate punish-
ment for an avid golfer. 
Even though golf makes a 
horrible TV event, bowling is infi-
nitely worse, perhaps even more so, 
if that's possible. Bowling con:i-
·mentators try to make the sport ex-
citing and competitive, but they don't 
really have inuch to talk about in the 
way of strategy. 
Ken the Commentator: So, 
Bob. How do you think he's going 
to approach this next shot? 
Bob the Commentator: Well, 
Ken, judging from his last 600 shots, 
he'll probably try to knock the pins 
down again. 
Professional bowling is ab-
surdly predictable, too. Before ev-
ery shot, the audience gets all quiet 
as the bowler sets up. When he 
finally moves forward and releases 
the bowling ball, the audience sud-
denly starts yelling at it, "Break 
left!," they scream. Meanwhile, the 
bowler stands on the edge of the 
lane looking as if he's involved in a 
game of charades, or has on really 
uncomfortable underwear, because 
he's begins to wildly move his body, 
trying to direct the ball. Then the 
ball curves right into the head pin, 
sending them all down. The audi-
ence responds to this by frantically 
cheering, acting as though this has 
never happened before, when the 
same exact thing happened the pre-
vious three dozen shots. 
So grab yourself some snacks, 
find a comfy chair, and enjoy post 
season football while you can; it's 
about as good as it gets. If you'll 
excuse me, I have to stop writing 
now. My Doritos are on fire. 
*Hey look! An Interactive 
Columnist: E-mail me at david. 
swartz@outdoor.com and send your 
comments, suggestions, or bribes. 
.. 
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The enforcement part of the 
drug war is a lost cause. Before I 
begin to explain why, I need to state 
my assumptions. I do not condone 
drug use, nor do I condone uncon-
stitutional efforts tq enforce drug 
prohibition. 
Drug use has become nation 
wide civil disobedience. For any 
law to be effective in controlling 
people without draconian measures, 
there must be some minimum com-
pliance, otherwise a nation has to 
contend with overcrowding of its 
prisons. Drug disobedience has 
reached the point where cruel and 
unusual punishment would be 
needed to force people to comply. 
How far are we willing to go to fight 
the drug war? 
The time has come to make a 
realitycheckofwhereourresources 
would be most effectively used to 
curb drug use, and pick up the pieces. 
I am not suggesting that drugs be 
legalized. I suspect that we need 
these laws as a clear message on 
where we stand on this issue. Also, 
it is not worth the expense to remove 
the mountains of legislation. I am 
suggesting that we cut back on the 
resources we use to enforce drug 
prohibition. 
I suspect that one of the most 
effective things that can-be done to 
curb drug use is to de-glorify drugs. 
We have to do this ourselves with-
out using the law as a mechanism to 
coerce cooperation. We need to dis-
pel the image of youth and freedom 
that is associated with drug use. The 
truth is that a drug user makes him/ 
herself a slave, both physically and 
One of the most 
effective things that 
can be done to curb 
drug use is to 
de-glorify drugs. 
mentally to a substance that the user 
must pay for to perpetuate their bond-
age. In addition to that, thedrug user 
abuses his/her body with these toxic 
substances. A drug user Drug users 
can expect his/her youth to pass 
more quickly under the influence, 
and must live with the side effects 
for the rest of their lives, unless they 
can be treated with expensive pro-
cedures and more drugs, with side 
effects of their own. 
The hypocrisy that our soci-
ety uses to categorize acceptable 
substances as not drugs and unac-
ceptable substances as drugs has to 
stop. Alcohol and nicotine are drugs, 
~d alcohol is more harmful than 
some substances that are illegal. 
The question of how to 
deglorify drugs points up a reason 
why making illegal drugs legal 
would be damaging to the process. 
With a little imagination, it is pos-
sible to visualize the mixed m~s­
sages given between drug adver-
tisement and drug deglorification. 
A hypothetical cocaine company 
would use the same tactics that ciga-
rette companies use, "you 're cool if 
you use my product." Our assump-
tions of what is admirable is what 
drives just about'all of our behavior, 
and this is motivated largely in part 
by the desire to be sexually attrac-
tive. I hypothesize that the best way 
to deglorify drugs would be to paint . 
a picture of the use of drugs as 
sexually unattractive: 
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How to tell I you're 
throwing ~ suCcessful party 
0 Thanks again to 
Heather Stackhouse, 
for sending this 
entertaining quip from 
Scott Anderson. 
Festivity Level One- Your 
guests are sitting around chatting, 
nibbling the party food, sipping their 
drinks. They are admiring your 
Christmas tree ornaments and stand 
around the piano singing carols. 
Festivity Level Two- Your 
guests are talking loudly, occasion-
ally to one another. They are wolf-
ing down the food, gulping their 
drinks, rearranging your Christmas 
ornaments and sitting on the piano 
singing, ''I Gotta Be Me." 
Festivity Level Three- Your 
guests are holding conversations 
with inanimate objects, gulping 
other peoples' drinks, wolfing down 
Christmas ornaments and dancing 
around the piano shouting the words 
to "I Can't Get No Satisfaction". 
Festivity Level Four- Your 
guests, food smeared across their 
naked bodies, are ·dancing around 
the burning Christmas tree in some 
unholy ritual. The piano is missing. 
or not the police arrive. If they do 
arrive, your job as host is to see that 
they don't arrest anyone. If they are 
intent on arresting someone, your 
job is to see that it isn't you. Follow-
ing is an example of how to success-
fully handle this situation. 
Police: "We., ve come in re-
sponse to the complaints." 
You: "Complaints? It isn't 
about the drugs, is it?" 
Police: ''No, sir, not drugs." 
You: "The guns, then? 
They're complaining about the 
guns?" 
Police: ''No, sir. It's about the 
noise." 
You: "Oh, that's all right then. 
'Cause there sure aren't any guns or 
drugs here, heh heh." 
(An explosion sounds some-
where behind you] 
You: "Or fireworks either! 
The neighbors complained, did 
they?" 
Police: "No, sir. The neigh-
bors all fled inland hours ago. The 
recent complaints are from Iowa." 
[At this point a Volkswagen 
Bug, painted in various arcane sym-
bols, roars out ·of the living room, 
down the hall past you and the po-
licemen, out into the front yard and 
into the nearest tree. Eight naked 
bodies tumble out; moaning.] 
Meet the writer 
Unless you rent your home, 
or own heavy firearms, you gener-
ally don't want your parties operat-
ing above Level Three. The true test 
of party success, however, is whether 
You: ''There, you see? Ifs 
windip.g down already." 
Greetings. For my in-
troductory bio, it has been 
suggested that I re-address 
the homosexual issue in re-
sponse to all the attention my men. 
opinions generated last fall. My critics misunderstood 
Regardless of what my crit- homosexual acceptance to mean 
ics say or think I do not hate homosexual permission. Homo-
homosexuals, nor do I feel that sexual acceptance meant not con-
my masculinity is threatened by sidering homosexual behavior 
them. It is my personal belief and wrong. I cannot say that sodomy is 
opinion that I can be opposed to OK without being a liar. The belief 
another person's actions, and that homosexual sex is wrong is 
even their beliefs without hating protected by our freedom of reli-
that person. gion. 
I believe the word hate is There are ethical questions 
used too loosely, and abused as a associated with the Christian effort 
means of discrediting opposition. to legislate principle. As Americans 
In my mind, Christian opposi- we agree to abide by the constitu-
tion to homosexual agendas is tion when we participate in the po-
motivated by principle and con- litical process. The constitution guar-
cem for the social environment antees the existence of a secular 
that we live in. society. 
I have accepted the King Ethical questions arise when 
James translation as God's word, one group attempts to impose it:S 
and God's word as truth. There- values on the rest of society. This is 
fore, I cannot say that homo- complicated by the fact that every-
sexual sex is not immoral with- one has a right to vote their con-
out being a liar. However, I do scie~ce, i.e. morality. Each indi-
recognize that homosexuals are victual imposes their values on those 
singled out unfairly. It is not my who vote in opposition to them be-
intention to minimize the sin of cause each vote builds toward an 
homosexual sex by this state- outcome against the will of some. It 
ment, but to point out that there is my opinion that legislation is 
are sins common in our society morality in action. I suspect that the 
that receive equal and greater slogan, "You can't legislate moral-
condemnation from Gcxl' sword. ity ,"is a smoke screen for those who 
Some of these sins are part of the · wish to legislate their morals while 
macho male imagery that is attempting to deny their opposition 
deemed accep~'ble behavior for a credible voice. 
There is no political 
difference between homo-_ 
sexual values and Christian 
·values. Everyone's values 
effect the quality of life of those 
around them when those values 
are put into action. One way or 
the other, our individual behav-
ior has implications on someone 
else's life, and it is our responsi-
bility to live out our lives wiUI the 
least amount of harm to others. 
Since the effects of what 
we do are often either unforesee-
able, or not considered., God has 
given us rules to live by. Since 
we live in a secular society where 
all values have the same political 
significance, we have the mam-
moth task of coming to a consis-
tent set of rules to Ii ve by. If these 
rules are not conformed to con-
sistently, the behavioral safety 
system breaks down. The law of 
the land only covers a small part 
of this system because plenty of 
harm and chaos is done by be-
havior that is legal. 
I doubt that our society 
will come to enough of a consen-
sus to make an effective behav-
ioral safety system, especially as 
long as rebelliousness is-fashion-
able. This means that there will 
always be social.victj.ms and so-
cial perpetrators. The roles of 
social victim and social perpe-
trator are not fixed, victims are 
peq)etrators and perpetrators just 
as often victims. 
Bob Dylan: How many roads 
must one chicken cross? 
Ralph Waldo Emerson: It didn't 
cross the road; it transcended it. 
Epicurus: For fun. 
Paul Erdos: It was forced to do 
so by the chicken-hole principle. 
Basil Fawlty: Oh, don't mind that 
chicken. It's from Barcelona. 
Pierre de Fermat: I just don't 
have room h~re to give the full 
explanation. 
Gerald R. Ford: It probably fell 
from an airplane and couldn't stop 
its forward momentum .. 
Michel Foucault: It did so be-
cause the dicourse of crossing the 
road left it no choice; the police 
state was oppressing it. 
Sigmund Freud: The chicken 
was obviously female and obvi-
ously interpreted thepoleon which 
the crosswalk sign was mounted 
as a phallic symbol of which she 
was envious, selbstverstaendlich. 
Robert Frost: To cross the road 
less traveled by. 
Zsa Zsa Gabor: It probably 
crossed to get a better look at my 
legs, which, thank goodness, are 
good, dahling. 
Gilligan: The traffic started get-
tingrough; the chicken had to cross. 
If not for the plumage of its peer-
· 1ess tail, the chicken would be lost. 
The chicken would be lost! 
. Goethe: The eternal hen-principle 
made it do it. 
Werner Heisenberg: We are not 
sure which side of the road the 
chicken was on, but it was moving 
very fast. 
Ernest Hemingway: To die. In 
the rain. 
o Joseph Nadeau, with part two of the 
seperation of Church and State 
O More Chicken jokes from Heather 
Stackhouse {we're only up to the H's) 
o Pat Fox with another stupidity moment 
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and 
articles. Submissions may be brought to puroffices on disk, Faxed 
to823-9495,orE-mailedtotheeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or, 
if you prefer, PatFox0590@aoI.com. 
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THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Oh, woe! 
· 5 Makes turbid 
10 Pointed tools 
14 Appraise 
15 Schoolboy's 
composition 
16Cheer 
17 State in no 
uncertain terms 
18 Some trees 
19 Hill . 
20Tongue 
22 Nice and warm 
24 Otherwise 
25 Split 
26 Like some 
apartments 
29Lamented 
33 Hippodrome 
34 ''The Gift of the -" 
35 " ... -mouse?" 
36 Sediment 
37 Sound 
reasoning 
38 Maize 
39 Spitchcock 
40Notion 
41 "We're off- the 
Wizard ... " 
42Lazy 
45 Tears 
46 Regrets 
4 7 Stop, horse! 
48 Race 
51 Like a fiend 
55 Layer 
56Goof-off 
58 Blackthorn 
59 Singing voice 
60 Ripple pattern 
61 Ardor 
62 Intend 
63 Set firmly 
64 Invites 
DOWN 
1 Salt sea 
2 Molten material 
3 "-o'clock 
scholar" . 
4 Military rank 
5Meal 
6 Amerindian 
7 Ait 
8 On the-
(fleeing) 
9 Affecting all the 
body 
10 Fleet 
11 Troubles 
12 At sea 
13 Collar insert 
21 A bone 
23 Lennon's widow 
25Aqua-
(solvent) 
26 Decorative 
containers 
27 ''The Tempest spirit 
28 Stringed 
9 
instrumei._ 
29 Roll 
30 Snare 
31 Went wrong 
32 Some 
Europeans 
34 - operandi 
37 Years on earth 
10 
16 
19 
38 Pacific Ocean area 
41 Old pronoun 
43 Poseidon's son 
The Answers 
11 12 13 
44 Attila, e.g. 
45 Propped 
47 At what place 
48 Swindle 
49Rod 
50Pro-
51 Smooth-talking 
52 Troubles 
53 Drench 
54 Fann birds 
57 Deluise 
"Where's the love man?" 
-Johnny 
Bud Light Commerc~al 
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The ff ccidental ff ctor 
Theatre CieF':> 1Jan Fawler talh:; about hi:; :;plit per:;anulity inside hi:> ElfH 
by CINDY ELA VSKY 
Staff writer 
Don Fowler started acting 
almost by accident. He was fail-
ing a theatre class at Dr. Phil1ips 
High School in the 11th grade. In 
order to earn extra credit to pass 
the class, he had to try out for the 
school play. Even though he for-
got half his monologue, he still 
got a part in the play. It makes you 
wonder, did the teacher see spe-
cial talent in him from the abbre-
viated audition, or was it just dumb 
luck? Considering Don has had 
numerous lead and supporting 
roles at each institution he has 
attended, I wil1 assume the former 
is correct. 
Fowler's career at UCF is 
no exception. Theatre UCF opens 
its Spring season Thursday Janu-
ary 18 with a farce, A Flea in Her 
Ear. Don plays a dual role in the 
production; he plays the charac-
ters of Victor and Poche. Victor is 
the owner of Boston Life Com-
pany who is having problems with 
his sex life ("He can't get it up") 
Because of this and a few other 
misunderstandings, his wife thinks 
he is having an affair. As Don 
says, "Victor is a victim of things 
that happen around him." Poche is 
the hotel porter at the Pretty Pussy 
Inn (yes, the Pretty Pussy Inn). 
Poche is also ail alcoholic, or as 
Don calls him, "a jnlly drunk." 
Among the characters' simi-
larities to one another, besides the 
fact that they both look a heck of 
courtesty/Theatre UCF 
·Don Fowler stars as Poche and Victor in A Flea in Her Ear. 
a lot alike, is their spinelessness. 
They both "allow themselves to 
be pu_shed '!_roun~:" .. As ,you can 
imagine, th.ere are quite a few dif-
ficulties in playing a dual role. 
A.side from the quick costume 
changes, he also has to perform 
quick character changes. "One 
time," Don explains, "I have to 
exit stage left and about three lines 
later I have to enter stage right and 
}?e jn another costume." 
"So not only do I · have to · 
change my outfit," he continues, 
"I have to cross all the way around 
the back of the set and totally 
change my physical envelope." 
The ensemble you will see 
on stage really gets along off stage 
as well. "This is one of the stron-
gest casts I've ever worked with. 
Farce is a hard, hard thing to do 
right... no one can stick it out. This 
cast has really been there for one 
another. We have fun both on and 
off stage. When we' re getting tired 
or things are getting tense, we can 
always count on someone to 
lighten the mood, especially Jorge 
Cordova. He is just hilarious." 
Don credits the dedication 
of the Theatre UCF staff for mak-
ing his years here a constant learn-
ing experience. "The classes teach 
the student as much as they can 
possibly teach; it's the one-on-
one sessions with the instructors 
that teach the things that the classes 
can'tteach you. I believe it's up to 
the student to get the most out of 
the instructor." 
One of the instructors that 
Don is referring to is Jim Cali, the 
directorof Flea. Fowler acknowl-
edges Cali's talent in both acting 
and directing, with a major talent 
for picturization. "He is a modem 
director. He can take a new play, 
never been directed, and really 
make it work." 
Most actors have had their 
share of embarrassing moments 
on stage. Don has had quite a few, 
•but.there is one that sticks out in 
his mind in particular. "I was do-
ing a play at Seminole Commu-
nity College called The Runner 
Stumb /es. Curtain call came, and I 
came running out to take my bow. 
The entrance onto the stage con-
sists of these little steps, so here I 
come running out like some crazy 
game show host and I get to the 
last step and trip and ·fall right on 
my face .. .l'm just happy some-
thing like that happened before 
Broadway." 
The most memorable roles 
for Don are the ones that help him 
to grow as an actor. He credits the 
character of John Halder from 
Good as one of the most challeng-
ing characters he has portrayed. 
Fowler felt he was "lifted to an-
other acting level. I felt myself 
doing things I'd never done be-
fore. This role taught me a lot 
about myself and acting." Now he 
.is hoping to put what he has learned 
from Good into his roles in Flea. 
Don Fowler's future plans 
with acting ar(;' simple·: to stick 
with it and make a living. His 
main interest is in theatre and he 
sees living ·in New York in his 
future, however, he's not foolish 
enough to turn down other oppor-
tunities. "My first love is the stage, 
but most of the big money is in 
film and TV, so, no,Isurewouldn't 
.turn down that." 
Luckily for us folks in Or- · 
lando, we still have the opportu-
nity to see Don perform before he 
jets off to NYC. A Flea in Her Ear 
runs from January 18-28 at The-
atre UCF. Call 823-1500 for more 
information and reservations. 
'.": ... -.·. 
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With the college basketball sea-
son in full swing, and conference ac-
tion currently tal<lng place, there is 
certainly no better sport to talk about 
thancollegehoops;noteven theNBA, 
which in my mind doesn't really get 
started until after the All-Star break. 
The Big East has returned to 
prominence as the top conference in 
college basketball. Stars such as 
Georgetown's Allen Iverson (the best 
player in the land), UConn' sRay Allen 
and Villanova's Kerry Kittles have 
brought about a rebirth for the confer-
ence which was struggling to recover 
from it's glory days of the mid 80's, 
when stars like Patrick Ewing and 
Chris Mullin held court in Big East 
schools. 
Another main reason for the 
conference's resurgence is increased 
school spirit Consider this: when last 
Monday's Villanova/UConn game in 
Storrs, Connecticut was snowed out 
and postponed till the following night, 
the Huskies faithful camped out in 
front of the arena and withstood a 
blizzard that made Orlando's cold 
weather seem like another day in the 
Mohabi, just to ensure that they get 
good seats for their school's basket-
ball game. 
While that may be a little ex-
treme, it makes you think and realize 
that there is barely anybody at UCF 
basketball games. And with a com-
petitive and exciting team on campus, 
perhaps the reason we lose games to 
teams in our UCF Arena is because 
there's no one there to intimidate our 
opponents and make them realize that 
they'reinKnightCountry.lfthat'sthe 
case, than it' san embarrassment to our 
school that we are letting our athletics 
suffer because of crowd apathy. 
NCStatecamein to town Mon-
day to play the Golden Knights. The 
Wolfpack, who are seemingly at the 
bottom of the ACC standings every 
year, have assembled a tough team 
this year and are hoping to make a run 
atpostseasonplay. The Wolfpackare 
led by sophomore guard lshua Ben-
jamin and talented senior center Todd 
Fuller,apotentialNBAdraftee.Coach 
LesRobinsonandhisteam havesquads 
like North Carolina, Maryland, and 
future NBA lottery pick Tim Duncan's 
WakeForestDemonDeaconson their 
schedule, and probably see UCF ~a 
welcome breal\ on their schedule. 
Hopefully, the Knights got the sup-
port of our fans in this one. After all, it 
was a televised game, people! 
pholo/HUNT 
Penny Hardaway has nearly 800,000 All-Star votes, securing 
him the No. 2 guard spot behind the Bulls' Michael Jordan. 
* * * * * * * * * 
In analyzing the top college 
teams in the country, one only needs to 
lookattheAPTop 25 to realize thata 
rematchoflastyear'sNCAAchan1pi-
onship between Arkansas and defend-
ing champion UCLA is unlikely.Nei-
ther team finds itself among the top 25 
as both teams lost major contributions 
and are practically starting over from , 
scratch. UCLA has some talented 
holdovers from last year's champion-
ship squad, but lost it's heart, guard 
Tyus Edney, and soul, Ed O'Bannon, 
to the riches of the NBA The Razor-
backs lost most of their team to gradu-
ation and has had to mesh talented 
recruits with exceptional JUCO tal-
ent. They may be aforcecome tourna-
menttime. 
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·•If you enjoy dinner, dancing and 
many of the other fmer things in 
life, theµ come write for our 
· sports section. Call 823-8054 ext. 
27 and ask for sports editor Jason 
Swancey about setting up a meet-
ing. Or just stop by the office 
with your resume, so~e clippings 
and your lingetj_e portfolio. 
Until then however, the top ~------------------­
teams in the country continue to 
be Massachusetts, with a!I every-
thing center Marcus Cam by, SEC 
power Kentucky, who has enough 
talent to field two championship 
contenders, and Kansas;who has 
a talented mix led by savvy, 
brainiac point guard Jacque 
Vaughn. Don't sleep on Mem-
phis, who is an athletic squad with 
a terrific big man, sophomore 
Lorenzen Wright, or any of the 
aforementioned Big East squads. 
Michigan·had another great 
recruiting seaso.n and will be a 
team to be reckoned with, as will 
Big Ten studs Purdue and Iowa, 
Kelly Thames and Missouri, Erick 
Dampier' s Mississippi State Bull-
dogs, and Cal, which is led by the 
country's top freshman Shareef 
Abdur Rahim. 
Certain upsets will probably 
be pulled off by Jerry Tarkanian's 
Fresno State squads, James Cot-
ton and Long Beach State, and 
spunky point guard Steve Nash, 
the Canadian superstar no one's 
ever heard of, and his Santa Clara 
team. 
Repeat performances by 
dredlocked Devin Davis and Mi-
ami of Ohio and Shea Seals and 
Tulsa could also be in the mix. We 
won't know that till tourney time 
and March Madness - the most 
exciting time of the year, where 
the stakes are high, and the wa-
gers and betting pools are higher. 
Magic barely 
'5CIJpe the Bucks to 
keep streak alive 
MAGIC, from page 12 
"We feel like we're playing 
good," said Milwaukee forward 
Robinson. "We'rerighttherewith 
teams at the end, but we can't 
s-eem to finish teams off. We can't 
play a full 48 minutes." 
The road has been just as 
tough for the Magic as it has for 
their opponents. 
A 7-7 road record is what 
Orlando was trying to improve 
upon when they headed West for 
a nine-day, five-game tour. 
Already having stopped in 
San Antonio and Dallas, the Magic 
will head to Phoenix tomorrow 
night to continue the tough road 
trip, making final stops in Utah 
and Houston. 
"The road is always tough 
even when a team is at full 
strength," Magic coach Brian l:lill 
said. "And with the injuries we're 
faced with, [the road trip] is an 
even tougher challenge." 
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GottaspendtheBucs-Again 
the Tampa Bay Bucs are left empty 
handed. Jimmy Johnson came-he 
saw-heleft!ButtheBucscan'tblame 
anybody but themselves. Maybe it 
was Johnson's loyalty to the Miami 
area, but rest assure, the Bucs prob-
ably did nothing to attract Johnson's 
attention some400 miles north to the 
lovely city of Tampa. Why? Be-
causethey won'tspend the ''Bucs"to 
get a championship team. For that 
matter, even a play-off bound team 
would be satisfying for now. Wayne 
Huzienga offered what Malcolm 
Glazer did not: Absolute full author-
ity and money to spend on any play-
ers and coaches necessary to what 
· JohnsonfeelswillbringaSuperBowl 
championship. Sony, Tampa-you 
snooz.e you lose. Good luck improv-
ing on a 7-9 record. 
Ripken Honored- Sports 
writers can't get enough of honoring 
• photo/HUNT 
Forward Howard Porter, the Golden Knights leading 
rebounder, led UCF with 17 points against rival Centenary. 
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Centenary and SLU 
crush UCF at home 
by TONY MEJIA 
Staff writer 
A shot taken by UCF guard 
Stacey Castle early in Thursday 
night's contest against Centenary 
epitomized the rest of the Golden 
Knights poor performance in their 
return home from a grueling six-
game road trip. The shot went in, 
came out, rolled around the arc in 
a teasing fashion, and finally slith-
ered out into the hands of Cente-
nary forward Lincoln Abrams. 
That .was the story for U CF in this 
one, as they never got their feet set 
and never seemed to get in the 
flow of the offense. 
The Knights were out re-
. bounded heavily in the game's 
first ·half and were severely 
outplayed in every facet of the 
game in the second half. The only 
bright spo~s were the play of se-
nior Howard Porter (17pts, 7rbs) 
and freshman Brad Tice (4pts, 
13rbs, 3 blks). The Gents' bal-
anced attack was led by freshman 
guard Roy Shvartzapel who came 
off the bench to score 15. 
"I'm really disappointed in 
the effort of our players," coach 
Kirk Speraw said. "It was obvious 
in warm-ups that we weren't ready 
to play this game. There was a 
complete lack of intensity." 
Southwestern Louisiana 
was greeted with a much differ-
ent expression on Saturday as it 
was obvious early that UCF came 
to play. The Knights didn't keep it 
up however, falling behind by as 
many as twenty in the first half, 
en route to a 50- 34 halftime defi-
cit. 
UCF woke up in the second 
half as Porter dominated the inte-
rior, and guards Harry Kennedy 
and Eric Riggs began to feel it 
from outside. The Knights got the 
crowd of i,024 into the game, as 
they cut 'the lead to two on a 
Porter layup with 3:15 left. Un-
fortunately, Sam Bowie and the 
Lions were too much, as Bowie 
tallied a career high 39 points and 
SW Louisiana held on for the 95-
84 victory. 
The . Knights will face 
Campbell on Thursday at the UCF 
Arena .. Game time is set for 7: 30. 
Thursday's section will 
contain UCF women's 
basketball results. 
4~ one of baseballs toughest and most 
respected players they call 
''Ironman." Last Wednesday a poll 
of 331 sports analysts from around 
the nation voted CalRipken,Jr. as the 
Male Athlete of the Year. Respect-
fully so; he earned It. Even if it did 
take him 2, 131 games and 14 years 
of consistent playing to receive the 
honor. The vote was a landslide too, 
as expected. Ripken received 192 
first place votes, while runner up 
Greg Maddux' s 47 votes. Hakeem 
Olajuwon, Jeff Gordon and Brett 
Favre finished out the top five. 
Hardaway and 3-D step up in absence of big boys 
Skru Luz- Dennis Rodman 
has broken out of his shell. It onJy 
took32 games, but he was backtohis 
old self again after being ejected 
from a game last Wednesday night 
against Seattle. But what's so differ-
ent about Dennis from the rest of the 
league, other than the obvious fea-
tures? Most players walk off the 
court and bit the showers. Not 
"Skittles!" 
First, he tries to aveng~ his 
anger from being called on to techni-
cal fouls in less than a minute by 
trying to attack the referee. After 
realizing that three Bulls players are 
holding him hostage from doing any-
thing stupid, he alters his path and 
races off the court. 
Before his disappearance, 
some lucky fan gets the honorof his 
jerseythat'sbeencoveringhissweaty, 
tattooed body for most of the night as 
he launches it airnJessly into the 
crowd. · 
It's not a Broadway perfor-
mance, but enough heroics to bring 
the audience to a frenzy standing-0 ! 
The difference between last years 
San Antonio teammates and this 
year' sChicagoBulls, is that the Spurs 
lost all composure when Dennis flew 
the coop. The Bulls? 
It's all a bunch of humor to 
them. They enjoy it just as much as 
the crowd does. After the game, Jor-
dan was questioned about the inci-
dent and replied with, ''The crowd 
gotarealkickoutofitHaveyouever 
been to a car racing event? Everyone 
wants to see the race, but they want to 
See an accident at some point. Well, 
_everybody wants to see the Bulls, but 
I I ' 
o Orlando looks to 
get Shaq back on . 
the road trip, as 
Horace Grant goes· 
on injured reserve. 
by TIM SPRINGER 
Staff writer 
The Orlando Magic contin-
. ued to streak through the 0-rena 
Friday night as they came from 
behind to steal a 93-88 victory 
from the Milwaukee Bucks. 
Trailing by seven at the half, 
the Magic fell back even further 
early in the third quarter as the 
Bucks extended their lead by as 
muc.h as 13 points. 
Orlando then played a two- · 
man game as Penny Hardaway · 
and Dennis Scott woke the crowd 
and reminded the Bucks why the 
Magic hold the longest current 
NBA ho.me winning streak at 27 
games. 
"Orlando has had great fans 
since day one," former Magic for-
ward Jerry Reynolds said. "When 
I was here, even when we were 
losing, there was something spe-
cial about the [Orlando] fans. They 
continued to support us. And now 
that theY. have a winning team, 
they' re some awesome fans and 
they make it tough on opponents." 
With the house in a frenzy, 
the Magic went on a 14-2 run, 
trimming the Milwaukee lead to 
one-point by the end of the third 
quarter. 
Throughout the fourth quar-
ter the teams continued to trade 
baskets. Trailing by two with un-
der a minute to play, Scott hit his 
sixth three-pointer of the game, 
putting the Magic up 89-88 with 
36 seconds left to play. 
"I was a little nervous on 
that last shot," Scott said. "If I'm 
that wide open, sometimes I'm a 
little shaky. But I'd been hot all 
game and I was just hoping to 
. knock ·down one more to help us 
win." 
Scott, who finished with 37 
points, led all scorers by hitting 11 
of 16 shots from the field ~ which 
included an impressive 75 per-
cent from three-point land. Not 
far behind was Hardaway, who 
shot 53 percent from the field and· 
finished with30 points of his own. 
The Magic came into the 
game minus Shaquil1e O'Neal and 
·Horace Grant who were both sid~­
lined with injuries. O'Neal, listed 
as doubtful, suffers a deep thigh 
contusion and continues to be 
bench-ridden, seeing his last ac-
tion in a 38-point performance 
against Seattle. 
Grant, who is averaging 
nearly a double-double with 11.6 
points per game and 9.0 boards, 
has been placed on the Injured 
List due to a stress fracture in his 
left leg. 
An average of 38 points, 20 
rebounds and four blocks was sac-
rificed by losing O'Neal and Grant. 
Getting the call to replace them in 
the starting line-up were John 
Koncak and Donald Royal. Be-
tween the two of them they man-
aged two points and seven re-
bounds. 
Milwaukee controlled the 
glass as they out rebounded the 
Magic 41-26. 
.. Vin Baker. ·and Glenn 
Robinson combin~d for 60 points 
and 22 rebounds as they took ad-
vantage of the absence of O'Neal 
and Grant. But the Magic's perim-
eter game proved to be too much 
for the Bucks, who seemed to lack 
a killer instinct. 
see MAGIC, page 11 
photo/HUNT 
Magic forward Dennis Scott was in the shooters' zone 
against Milwaukee, connecting on 6-of-8 3-point attempts. 
